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1. Commission chairpersons and members 

Chair: Antonio Dema/eis, email: antonio.dema/eis@lombardi.group  
Co-chair: Giovanna Vessia, email: g.vessia@unich.it  
Member: Wayne Barne/, email: wbarne/@srk.com  
Member: Trevor Carter, email: tcarter@tgcgeosoluFons.com  
Member: Diego Di Curzio, email: tcarter@tgcgeosoluFons.com  
Member: Brian Irsch, email: birsch@schnabel-eng.com  
Member: Daniele PedreJ, email: daniele.pedreJ@unimi.it  

All the listed chairs and members are currently acFve. The C28 is open to welcoming new acFve members, 
who are asked to send an expression of interest via email to the chairpersons. 

CommunicaFon between the members over the past year took place via email. The next scheduled joint 
acFvity is a web-meeFng to be held in October.  

2. Ac@vity developed in 2021-2022 of the Commission 28 

In the last three months of 2021 and during 2022, C28 members cooperated with C25 members to reshape 
Chapter 7 now differently numbered (see Appendix A) of the publicaFon “Guidelines for the Development 
and ApplicaFon of Engineering Geological Models on Projects” promoted and developed by the 
Commission C25 “Use of engineering geological models”. The final dra] of this chapter is ready to be 
issued. 

In Appendix A it is reported.  

3. Future ac@vi@es  

ICOSSAR 2021-2022 
The 13th InternaFonal Conference on Structural Safety & Reliability will be held on 13-17 September 2022, 
Tongji University, Shanghai, China in an Hybrid form. Two members of C28 will take part in it with the 
following two contribuFons:  

Mul>variate geosta>s>cs to build maps of regional rainfall thresholds for the shallow landslide ini>a>on 
(authors: Giovanna Vessia, Diego Di Curzio) 

Indicator Kriging method for liquefac>on instability maps (Diego Di Curzio, Paolo Boncio, Francesco Iezzi, 
Linda Savini, Giovanna Vessia) 

and will chair the session: 

GS02: Machine Learning-based Uncertainty QuanFficaFon 
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ISGSR 2022 
This is the 8th InternaFonal Symposium for Geotechnical Safety & Risk and it will be held on  14 - 16 
December 2022 - Newcastle, Australia. The main topic of this conference is “Geotechnical Risk: Big-data, 
Machine Learning and Climate Change”. Here a few members of C28 will parFcipate as contributors: 

Mul>-Criteria decisional analysis to assess the support class in TBM excava>on: examples from snowy 2.0 
pumped hydro project (Authors: Davide AGNELLA, Antonio DEMATTEIS, Damiano FRONTINI, Juan SILVA, 
Shivcharan GANGELE, Francesco DE SALVO, Giacomo ARMETTI). 

Uncertainty propaga>on assessment in CPTu-based lithological modeling using stochas>c co-simula>on 
(Authors: Uncertainty propaga>on assessment in CPTu-based lithological modeling using stochas>c co-
simula>on) 

and chairmen of the following session: 

IS4 - Reliability assessment of subsoil modelling in geoengineering applica>ons (Conveners: Wojciech Pula, 
Giovanna Vessia, Diego Di Curzio, Marcin Chwała) 

4. Commission mee@ngs and publica@ons 

• C28 has planned a web-meeFng in November to discuss the possibility to expand the content of the 
Chapter 5, on uncertainty in engineering geological modeling into an informaFve publicaFon on 
how to apply methods and procedures to check the quality of the engineering geological model and 
then to quanFfy its uncertainFes.  

• Chapters of the Guideline on the reliability assessment of the geological model: “Part 1: Advisory 
clauses - 1.5 Reducing EGM uncertainty” “Part 2: commentary – C2.5 Reducing EGM uncertainty” 

5. Self-evalua@on of the performance of Commission 28 since 2015 

6. Appendices 

A. ContribuFons of C28 sent to C25 for the Guidelines for the Development and Applica>on of 
Engineering Geological Models on Projects. 

Excellent Good Fair Poor



APPENDIX A 

1.5 Reducing EGM Uncertainty 

Introduc@on 

Uncertainty within the EGM is caused by the imperfectly or unknown aspects of the knowledge framework 
that describes the ground condiFons.  

The reliability of the EGM is the degree to which the predicted engineering geological condiFons can be 
relied upon to be an accurate and reasonable approximaFon of the actual condiFons or performance.  

Risk is the possibility of an adverse outcome and is o]en expressed in terms of a combinaFon of the 
consequences of a series of events or scenarios and the associated likelihood of their occurrence.  

Uncertainty within the EGM thus will reduce the reliability of the project engineering and increase the 
potenFal for project risks. Therefore, the uncertainty should be assessed and strategies developed to 
reduce that uncertainty and the associated project risks to agreed levels.  

Increases in reliability and reducFon of risk occur through the accumulaFon of both conceptual and 
observaFonal knowledge within the EGM, usually through various stages of invesFgaFons that are carried 
out as the project progresses (Figure 1-8). 

 

Figure 18 Improvements in EGM reliability as project progresses



The classic assumpFon that simple progressive risk reducFon and reliability increase and an improved EGM 
will be created through sequenFal steps of invesFgaFon, then design, then construcFon, can be misleading. 
Meaningful reducFon of risk and improvement of understanding requires feedback loops developed during 
staged invesFgaFon and review during design and construcFon. It is essenFal that as the project progresses 
the EGM can be verified and, where necessary, improved or altered (Figure 1-9). Improved reliability is 
achieved when conceptual ideas and observaFonal data have been reconciled through an iteraFve process 
of comparison and improvement. 

 



Figure 19  Feedback loops
What is an acceptable or tolerable level of risk should be defined early in the project as this ulFmately 
guides the level of uncertainty that is acceptable within the EGM and thus the extent of the invesFgaFons 
that are required. The likely geotechnical complexity (primarily from the conceptual model) should also be 
assessed early on in the project’s life as part of the definiFon of acceptable uncertainty, as an inadequate 
understanding of the true level of geotechnical complexity o]en leads to an inappropriate definiFon of the 
actual reliability of an EGM. 

Sources of uncertainty 

The way that the knowledge is accumulated within the EGM reflects the dynamic relaFonship between the 
conceptual component and the observaFonal component. These two fundamental components of the EGM 
are characterized by very different sources of uncertainty: conceptual uncertainty and observaFonal 
uncertainty.  

Uncertainty in the Conceptual Model  
Uncertainty in the conceptual model is due to a lack of knowledge or bias of the model developer. This is 
known as epistemic uncertainty but for ease of reference these Guidelines have adopted the term 
conceptual uncertainty.  

Conceptual uncertainty primarily depends on the appropriateness of the concepts underlying the 
EGM which, in turn, is heavily dependent on the knowledge and experience of those involved. 
However, the following factors are also important:

• The spatial relevance of the data to the project – location and scale.
• The quality of the available data sources.
• The representativeness and volumetric adequacy (quantity) of available data.
• The geotechnical complexity.

Uncertainty in the Observa7onal model  
Uncertainty in the observaFonal model is due to variability and randomness of the intrinsic properFes of 
the ground. This is known as aleatory uncertainty but for ease of reference these Guidelines have adopted 
the term observaFonal uncertainty.  

Areas with sparse direct observaFons are likely to be more uncertain than areas with frequent direct 
observaFons. Provided that an adequate amount of observaFonal data is considered within a robust 
conceptual model, the uncertainFes in the observaFonal uncertainty will be primarily data-related, 
encompassing:  

(1) Inherent variability: natural spaFal variability of the geological environment. 

(2) Limited data: the impossibility of measuring geological and geotechnical properFes at every point within 
the ground. 

(3) TesFng uncertainty: uncertainFes related to the measurement accuracy of tesFng devices. 

Inherent variability cannot be reduced and tesFng uncertainty cannot be removed without improving the 
quality of the instrument.  

It is only the limited data uncertainty that can be reduced by increasing the number and distribuFon of 
measurements. 

Methods of assessing the uncertainty and reliability of the EGM 

All of the informaFon that contributes to the EGM needs to be assessed and combined to evaluate 
uncertainty and reliability. For the data aspects of the EGM, such checks are relaFvely straighnorward and 
can be undertaken either quanFtaFvely or qualitaFvely.  However, quanFtaFve methods cannot realisFcally 
assist in reducing reliability errors stemming from inaccuracies in conceptual understanding.  Only by 
checking the veracity of the concepts through qualitaFve approaches can this component of the EGM be 
assessed and, thus, its reliability increased.  



Assessing the reliability of the Conceptual component 
A method of assessing the conceptual component of the EGM is illustrated in Figure 1-10.  This method 
should be adopted at all stages of the project by individuals, reviewers or expert panels.  It is parFcularly 
useful if applied during the development of a digital 3D model because the modeller can directly review the 
veracity of the concepts underlying the visualisaFon. 

 

Figure 110 Suggested approach for verification of the EGM Conceptual Framework
Qualita7ve evalua7on of the EGM 
Considera@on of Compa@bility/Harmony 
A reliable EGM can only be established when there is sufficient “compaFbility” or “harmony” between the 
evolving conceptual model and the acquired observaFonal data. It is the conceptual model that is used to 
measure this compaFbility or harmony, as it embodies the fundamentally correct engineering geological 
thinking that needs to be developed for a site. This comparison also allows an evaluaFon of the adequacy of 
the conceptual model - if there are too many discrepancies between the conceptual model and the 
observaFonal data and they are increasing as more observaFons are acquired, then the conceptual model 
should be reviewed and revised.   

Such discrepancies are best idenFfied through the use of feedback loops in the EGM development process 
(Figure 1-9). This methodological strategy of rechecking with real world data is essenFal. Overall reliability 
of the conceptual model will depend more on the level of experience and knowledge of the engineering 
geologist than the correctness of the input data.   

For Level 1 projects (SecFon 3.2. – Tables 1-1 & 1-2) internal reviews will provide a basic check of 
conceptual reliability. It is recommended that the engineering geologist responsible for the EGM self-check 
their own work at sequenFal steps throughout development and refinement of the model, so that the 
reliability of the conceptual model is as best as possible benchmarked against appropriate conceptual 
analogues derived from educaFon, experience and the literature. 



For Level 2 projects (Tables 1-1 & 1-2) the review will be as for Level 1 but undertaken by external 
reviewers. These may be external to the project team or external to the organizaFon itself. 

For Level 3 projects (Tables 1-1 & 1-2) an expert review panel consisFng of acknowledged experts should be  
used to assess the reliability of an EGM by independently reviewing and commenFng on the content, 
completeness and reliability of the project documentaFon.  

Calibra@on and Verifica@on 
The term ’verificaFon’ is used differently by different user communiFes. In some cases, it refers to 
’calibraFon’ of model responses using historical records prior to making predicFons of future condiFons. 
This is common in groundwater and polluFon modelling. It also applies to predicFons of ground support. 
The term ’verificaFon’ can also refer to the comparison of EGM predicFons of ground condiFons with the 
“as encountered” condiFons as a project proceeds. If these comparisons show reliability, even though not 
always precisely accurate geometrically, then construcFon can o]en be completed more efficiently. This 
type of verificaFon is an ongoing process. 

Communica@ng the reliability of Observa@onal Models 
The reliability analysis of the observaFonal component of the EGM may be communicated using themaFc 
maps and the classificaFon of the reliability of datasets.  

Further details are provided in the Commentary. 

Semi-quan7ta7ve approaches  
Methods in which the components of the EGM are graded and the various scores combined to provide a numerical 
assessment of reliability have been devised.  

Further details are provided in the Commentary 

Quan7ta7ve approaches 
QuanFtaFve assessments are restricted to evaluaFng the ObservaFonal Model components of uncertainty 
that is, spaFal variability, limited data uncertainty, systemaFc uncertainty and transformaFon uncertainFes. 
Three families of tools can be employed: 

• Random Field simulaFons and Random Finite Element Method (RFEM involves the use of random 
virtual ground combined with finite element analysis within a Monte Carlo simulaFon). 

• GeostaFsFcal methods (both staFonary and non-staFonary, such as Kriging methods), 

• StochasFc simulaFons. 

Further details are provided in the Commentary. 

Incorpora7on of data uncertainty in design parameters 
When the parameters of the EGM become input data for design, the adopFve parameter’s uncertainty 
should be evaluated. In design pracFce, two methods are used to manage EGM’s parameter uncertainty: 
Safety Factors and Reliability-Based Design (RBD) methods.  

Further details are provided in the Commentary. 



C2.5 Reducing EGM Uncertainty  

Introduc@on 
A major concern of C25 is the communicaFon of informaFon on uncertainty to different users of digital 
visualizaFons using methods that are relevant to them and their needs. Importantly, the methods used to 
communicate should be easily understood, as many of the users will have no technical knowledge on 
uncertainty quanFficaFon and, o]en, not even of the geological processes that formed the site.  

Sources of uncertainty 
Increases in reliability and reducFon of risk occur through the accumulaFon of both conceptual and 
observaFonal knowledge within the EGM, usually through various stages of invesFgaFons that are carried 
out as the project progresses (Carter 1992, Carter & Marinos 2020). 

Uncertainty in the Conceptual Model  

The decisions taken during the conceptualisaFon process can introduce bias and uncertainty into the 
model. Bond et al. (2008) noted several types of biases, the most relevant being: 
• Availability Bias: an interpretaFon that comes most readily to mind and is familiar. 
• Anchoring Bias: accepFng ’expert’ or dominant published opinion. 
• ConfirmaFon Bias: seeking only opinions or facts that support one’s own hypothesis, or similarly 

interpreFng the data to fit the hypothesis. 
• OpFmisFc Bias: interpreFng in a manner that produces a more posiFve outcome for a study, such as 

interpreFng greater conFnuity of mineralizaFon controlling structures, or preferring to ignore 
conflicFng data that may reduce posiFve project outcomes. 

Uncertainty in the Observa7onal model 

No further commentary provided. 

Methods of Assessing the Uncertainty and Reliability of the EGM 
No further commentary provided. 

Assessing the reliability of the conceptual component 

No further commentary provided. 

Qualita7ve Evalua7on of the EGM  

 Communica@ng the reliability of the Observa@onal Model 
There are mulFple ways of communicaFng the reliability of the observaFonal model to the users of the 
model, including themaFc maps. Figure 2-11 shows a reliability diagram in the form of a heat map as an 
example of how to graphically communicate uncertainty in the observaFons.  

Rela@ve reliability of Geotechnical Observa@ons 
A qualitaFve approach assessing the relaFve reliability of data can be applied to EGMs to classify reliability 
of datasets (in order of certainty from least to most) under the headings ’Implied,’ ‘Qualified,’ ‘JusFfied’ and 
finally ‘Verified’ as per Table 2-5. 



 
Figure 211 Confidence heat map for strata levels (Ting et al. 2020) 



Table 25 Uncertainty related to available information

Semi-Quan7ta7ve approaches  

Degree of complexity 

One approach of assessing the degree of complexity (and hence helping define how much data might be 
needed to verify a specific conceptual EGM in early stages of development) is that of Keaton (2015) see 
Table 2-6. 

Data Type Requirements (adapted from Haile 2004) assuming that the EGM is being developed 
by competent pracEEoners

Implied • No site-specific geotechnical data necessary or available. 
• EGM is primarily conceptual. 
• The EGM has a low level of reliability.

Qualified • Project-specific data are broadly representaFve of the main engineering geological 
units and inferred geotechnical domains, although local variability or conFnuity 
cannot be adequately accounted for. 

• ObservaFons broadly conform with conceptual model. Non-conforming areas 
idenFfied. 

• The EGM has a moderate level of reliability.

JusFfied • Project-specific data are of sufficient spaFal distribuFon (density) to idenFfy 
geotechnical domains and to demonstrate conFnuity and variability of 
geotechnical properFes within each domain. 

• High degree of agreement between the conceptual and observaFonal models 
• The EGM has a high level of reliability.

Verified • Site-specific data are derived. All engineering geological boundaries/units have 
been mapped in the field upon exposure during construcFon. 

• High degree of agreement between the conceptual and observaFonal models 
• EGM is based on exposure mapping for example foundaFon/tunnel and direct 

observaFon of in situ condiFons.   
• The EGM has the highest level of reliability.



Table 26 Geological model complexity raFng system, raFng criteria and scores (from Keaton 2015) 

 

The R-Index for tunnelling 
The R-Index is a raFng method that was developed for esFmaFng the reliability of geological and 
geotechnical models prepared for tunnelling purposes (Perello et al. 2005, Dema/eis and Soldo 2015, 
Venturini et al. 2019) but has been extended to applicaFon in the mining industry, parFcularly for open pit 
mine model validaFon (Carter & Barne/ 2021). This method evaluates the quality of the geotechnical 
invesFgaFon data and the geological complexity of the site to qualify the reliability of the model.  

Dema/eis and Soldo (2015) provided detailed explanaFons for the applicaFon of the method, in a 
tunnelling context, based on a classificaFon system developed to consider the following parameters: 

i. Quality of geological and geotechnical invesFgaFon. The method provides raFng tables for each one 
of the parameters, that are subdivided in: 

o Geological mapping, including aerial photograph and satellite image interpretaFon. 

o Geophysical invesFgaFon (indirect invesFgaFon). 

o Borehole drilling and logging, site tests and laboratory tests (direct invesFgaFons). 

ii. Complexity of the site, which can be described by means of the three following geological 
parameters, called System Parameters (for the System Parameters as well the method provides a 
table with the raFngs to be used for the anFcipated geological condiFons):  

o Complexity of the litho-straFgraphical seJng (LC). 

o Complexity of structures related to ducFle deformaFons (DC).  

o Complexity of structures related to bri/le deformaFon (BC). 

As many of the parameters (Quality Parameters and System Parameters) involved can be related to each 
other, the influence of a single parameter on all the others and vice versa is considered by means of binary 
and fully coupled interacFon matrices. 

The computaFon of the R-Index is provided along the longitudinal geological and geotechnical profile of the 
tunnel. The alignment is divided into homogeneous stretches, to which the raFngs of the parameters 
described above are assigned, that allow the calculaFon of the R-Index for each stretch. The R-index values 
range from 0 to 10. Its significance in terms of reliability of the model has been deduced by the examinaFon 
of several case histories and is expressed in four classes (A, B, C, D) as described in Table 2-7.  



Table 27 Geological and geotechnical model reliability in tunnel projects using the R-Index.

 

The method has a specific module aimed at addressing the geotechnical invesFgaFon plan to improve the 
reliability of the model (Perello et al. 2005, Dema/eis and Soldo 2015). The method provides an assessment 
of the quality of each of the data of the model and the impact that the different types of geotechnical 
invesFgaFon can have to improve the raFng. This is to support the decision on the most suitable type of 
geotechnical invesFgaFon to improve the reliability of the model. 

Uncertainty Assessment 
A]er a site invesFgaFon has been completed the level of uncertainty and reliability of different parts of the 
EGM knowledge framework can be systemaFcally assessed and combined to idenFfy project implicaFons 
using a method devised by Paul (2018) (Figure 2-12). 

VisualizaFon of uncertainty 

Uncertainty in geometric representaFon of models can also be documented and visualised by using 
techniques such as: 

• Distance query (this shades the surface and subsurface based on distance from invesFgaFon 
points). 

• Face dip of surface (this locates possible zones of interest, that is possible faulFng observed as 
steeply dipping surfaces between invesFgaFon points). 

• Contouring the boundary of the model to a maximum distance from invesFgaFon points so as to 
not model beyond the set limit. 



  
Figure 212  An example of documenFng uncertainty in the development of the observaFonal model 

(modified from Paul 2018). 

Use of metadata statements 
Uncertainty related to electronic data files that may include both data and interpretaFon can be 
documented as an independent metadata statement a/ached to files being exchanged within organisaFons 
or between different disciplines and so]ware applicaFons. 

Quan7ta7ve approaches 

There is uncertainty associated with the esFmated distribuFon of the measured parameters that form the 
observaFonal component of the EGM. In some cases, the input parameters for parts of an EGM are derived 
from a transformaFon of measured parameters that are dependent on the design purposes. TransformaFon 
uncertainty depends on the transformaFon model and variables and can be quanFfied by propagaFng the 
original uncertainty affecFng the measured variables.  

The following methods are also able to quanFfy and manage this type of uncertainty: random field 
approach, kriging and stochasFc simulaFon, and these are discussed below. 

Random field approach 



This method enables the users to interpret the spaFal variability uncertainty through a determinisFc trend 
funcFon and random fluctuaFons. By implemenFng the random fluctuaFon properFes within a Montecarlo 
SimulaFon the users can calculate the spaFal standard deviaFon related to the esFmated values of the 
parameters over the whole domain of interest (Vanmarcke 1984). 

Kriging Methods  
Kriging methods are a set of univariate and mulFvariate techniques pertaining to geostaFsFcs that allow 
mapping of the spaFal distribuFon of quanFtaFve georeferenced data, such as mechanical and hydraulic 
properFes of soils and rocks, as well as contained fluids. These methods are based on the Regionalized 
Variable Theory that considers quanFtaFve a/ributes of a certain domain (for example, subsoil), measured 
in a discrete way, as random and spaFally dependent variables. In simple words, values related to close 
measurements are likely to be more similar than if they were more separated. These geostaFsFcal 
techniques provide a quanFficaFon of the uncertainty associated with the esFmates in terms of Kriging 
variance that, in turn, can provide a standard deviaFon value (that is, with the same unit) or required 
confidence interval limits (Fenton and Griffith 2008, Vessia et al., 2020). 

Stochas@c Simula@on methods 
StochasFc SimulaFon methods allow quanFficaFon of the uncertainty by providing a number of 
realizaFons, obtained using the spaFal variability funcFons defined through the experimental 
measurements (that is, variogram, or LMC). These numerous equiprobable configuraFons of spaFal 
distribuFon related to the subsoil property under study result in a staFsFcal distribuFon of values at each 
locaFon of the considered domain, represenFng an accurate esFmaFon and quanFficaFon of local 
uncertainty. 

Incorpora7on of data uncertainty in design parameters 

The use of the Safety Factor follows a determinisFc approach. The safety factor is the raFo between the 
resistance or the response of the system to the loads applied by the engineering structures or by the human 
acFviFes. Such a factor has been calibrated empirically by technical experience. Thus, the acceptability of 
the values of the safety factors is not calculated or esFmated but empirically assessed based on 
accumulated technical knowledge and legacy of the performance of different structures gained over Fme.  

Reliability-based design (RBD) methods are currently recognized as the preferred approach in technical 
codes in many parts of the world instead of Safety Factor. Simplified RBD methods such as the Load and 
Resistance Factor Design (LRFD) with constant parFal factors have now been used only for the coded design 
limit states. These factors have replaced the safety factors and can be calculated according to accepted fixed 
probability value of failure.  

Further comments on these aspects of design are outside the scope of these Guidelines. 


